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On George Nader's arrest at JFK airport, there is an open
Magistrate Judge docket in the EDNY but it has no
documents or any information on the charges. @nytimes
reports of an unsealed charge but I don't see anything in
the docket on them. Anyone seen the charging document?

.@GottaLaff had this.  

Orin Kerr
@OrinKerr

The affidavit in support of the complaint in the George Nader 
child porn case is below.  Here's a thread on the legal issues. 
drive.google.com/file/d/1UQT2lR…
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104 people are talking about this

The case was filed April 19, 2018 in EDVA. Here is the the complaint and the EDVA

docket sheet. #nadler
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The criminal complaint's supporting affidavit says "On May 6,1991, NADER pled

guilty to a single violation of Section 2252(a)(1)." Under 18 USC 2252(b) it says he's

looking at minimum 15 years as a repeat offender. Max is 40 years.

Nader not Nadler

#MuellerReport says they interviewed Nader on Jan 22, 2018. The complaint

evidences they then charged him on April 21, 2018.  

 

There's a chance Nader was a fact witness to a meeting between Trump and Peskov

the day after the election.

Putin's spokesperson Peskov was in town. I recall the #SteeleDossier said if the

Trump operation went south, Peskov feared he'd be blamed. Think it said he was

"scared sh*tless."

If Trump met him in NY, it's likely Pescov was under surveillance. Perhaps by more

than one intelligence service. I would think the Secret Service would have the logs of
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where Trump went the day after the election. So why did Mueller ask him about it in

his interrogatories?

Trump had a connection to the Chess Tournament. So if you assume Trump and

Pescov both thought Trump would lose, they had planned the meeting in advance.

This is story I found in a chess publication. They had originally pitched using Trump

Tower.  

Trump Organization Was Invited To Host 2016 Match
Former FIDE President Kirsan Ilyumzhinov invited the Trump Organization to host
the 2016 World Chess Championship at Trump Tower. This was revealed by
Donald Trump himself in the Mueller report, wher…

https://www.chess.com/news/view/trump-organization-was-invited-to-host-2016-match
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